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plan for today
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• gestures trigger familiar inferential types (entailments, presuppositions or 
implicatures) (Ebert & Ebert 2014; Schlenker 2018; Esipova 2019;  Ebert, 
Ebert & Hörnig 2020, …) 

• today:

• we show that they display dynamic semantic behaviour as other linguistic 
items (e.g., as bound pronouns or presuppositions)

• we discuss how modality affects the choice of pronoun in English and 
German (stressed vs. unstressed and ordinary vs. d-pronoun)



in a nutshell
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• pointing and iconic gestures introduce (existentially bound) discourse referents 
(DRs) (and propositions) that interact with speech (Ebert & Ebert 2014)

• these are available across sentence boundaries, dimensions, and modalities

• gestural material can dynamically bind and be bound across dimensions

à speech pronouns can be bound by gesture and gesture pronouns can be 
bound by speech 

à modality and salience/prominence affects what pronoun has to be used and 
how it is realized



dynamic binding
within and across dimensions
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dynamic binding
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• The existential quantifier has been argued to bind variables across sentence 
boundaries which are not in its syntactic scope (Heim 1982; Kamp & Reyle
1993; Gronendijk & Stokhof 1991)



dynamic binding: classic cases
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DYNAMISCHE PRÄDIKATENLOGIK (DPL) 

1. Definition und Eigenschaften der DPL 

1.1. Problembeispiele 
(a) A man walks in the park. He whistles. 

$x[man(x) Ù walk_in_the_park(x)] Ù whistle(x) DPL 

$x[man(x) Ù walk_in_the_park(x) Ù whistle(x)] PL 

[x][man(x), walk_in_the_park(x), whistle(x)] DRT 

 

(b) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it. 

$x[farmer(x) Ù $y[donkey(y) Ù own(x, y)]] ® beat(x, y) DPL 

"x"y [farmer(x) Ù $y[donkey(y) Ù own(x, y)] ® beat(x, y)] PL 

[ ][[x, y][farmer(x), donkey(y), own(x, y)] ® [ ][beat(x, y)]] DRT 

 

(c) Every farmer who owns a donkey, beats it. 

"x[farmer(x) Ù $y[donkey(y) Ù own(x, y)]] ® beat(x, y) DPL 

"x"y [farmer(x) Ù $y[donkey(y) Ù own(x, y)] ® beat(x, y)] PL 

[ ][[x, y][farmer(x), donkey(y), own(x, y)] ® [ ][beat(x, y)]] DRT 

 
 

1.2. Lösungsansätze der DPL 

Syntax der DPL und PL 
Das Vokabular der DPL (und PL) besteht aus einer Menge von Individuenkonstanten Kon, einer Menge 
von Variablen Var und einer Menge von n-stelligen Prädikatensymbolen Prädn. Formeln der DPL (und 
PL) sind wie folgt definiert: 

Definition (Formeln der DPL und PL) 

1. Sind t1, ..., tn Î Kon oder t1, ..., tn Î Var und R Î Prädn, so ist R(t1, ..., tn) eine Formel. 
2. Sind t1, t2 Î Kon oder t1, t2 Î Var, so ist t1 = t2 eine Formel. 
3. Ist f eine Formel, so auch ¬f. 
4. Sind f  und y Formel, so auch [f Ùy]. 
5. Sind f  und y Formel, so auch [f Úy]. 
6. Sind f  und y Formel, so auch [f ® y]. 
7. Ist f eine Formel und x eine Variable, so ist $xf eine Formel. 
8. Ist f eine Formel und x eine Variable, so ist "xf eine Formel. 
9. Nur nach 1.-8. bildbare Ausdrücke sind Formeln. 
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dynamic binding across dimensions
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• Furthermore, dynamic binding is possible even across dimensions: from the 
at-issue dimension into the non-at issue dimension and the other way around 
(Nouwen 2007; Potts et al. 2009; Anderbois et al. 2015)



non-at-issueness
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Potts (2005) argues that appositives and expressives are canonical cases of non-
at-issue information

(1) Your damn dog barked all night. 

(2a) Ljubljana, one of the nicest cities of the world, is located in Slovenia. 
(2b) Ljubljana, which is one of the nicest cities of the world, is located in Slovenia. 

at-issue: 
asserted content; main claim of the utterance; what the speaker wants to 
convey
non-at-issue: 
an aside that comes with the utterance; not towards what the speaker wants to 
drive the conversation



dynamic binding across dimensions
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• it has been suggested that non-at-issue information introduces a second 
dimension of semantic interpretation (Potts 2005; Gutzmann 2012)

• but dynamic binding even takes place across the at-issue/non-at issue 
dimension (Nouwen 2007; Potts et al. 2009; Anderbois et al. 2015)

• in two-dimensional approaches, the two dimensions cannot interact, 
binding facts cannot be accounted for

à we need a unidimensional dynamic semantic model (Anderbois et al. 2015)



dynamic binding across dimensions
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Examples from (Anderbois et al. 2015, pp. 94, 97, 98):

(1) John, who played tennis with a womani, played golf with heri, too.

(4a) John, who saw Mary, saw Susan, too.
(4b) John saw Mary, who saw him, too.
(12a) Mary, who courts a semanticist at every conference party, always dances with 

him.
(12b) Mary courts a semanticist at every conference party, where she always dances 

with him.

à pronouns and presuppositions can be bound across dimensions – from 
within appositives and into appositives 



gestures pattern with appositives
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Ebert & Ebert (2014) argue that speech-accompanying (iconic and pointing) 
gestures behave like appositives (in the default case)

(1) Ich habe [eine Flasche Wasser] zum Talk mitgebracht. 
I brought [a bottle of water] to the talk.

at-issue

non-
at-issue

semantic content of the speech signal:
The speaker brought a bottle of water to the talk

semantic content of the gesture (roughly):
The bottle is big/looks like what is illustrated



dynamic binding across modalities
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binding gestural material across dimensions
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• gestures introduce discourse referents (DRs) (Ebert & Ebert 2014) and 
propositional variables

• gestures can represent anaphoric expressions and give rise to 
presuppositions themselves

à speech pronouns and presuppositions can be bound by gesture and 
gestural anaphoric items can be bound by speech 



gesture introduces a fresh referent
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1a) I have already eaten. 
#It was too sweet for me.

(1b) I have already [eaten]. 

It was too sweet for me.

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: gesture realizes an argument and 
introduces a DR, which can be picked up by a pronoun 

☞



Linsky’s mistaken identity case
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

Kripke (1977) (based on Linsky 1963) discusses this mismatch example:

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: pronoun can pick up gestural/visual 
referent

A: [Hery husband]x is kind to hery .

B: HEz is kind to hery.
But hez isn't hery husband. 
(Kripke 1977, p. 90, my emphasis)

☞ z
xy



Einstein is not Chomsky
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

another mismatch example:

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: pronoun can pick up gesture referent

A: [Albert Einstein] is a nobel prize laureate.

B: Yes, he is… but who you are pointing at / this  / HE is not Albert Einstein.

☞



establishing a referent in the gesture space
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (pro-speech)

Schlenker (2020, p. 889) presents examples of where a gestural anaphoric 
expression - tied to a certain locus in the gesture space - is dynamically bound 
by what is introduced via speech and co-speech:

à gesture pronoun bound by speech (and gesture) DR

 

 

10 

 

Because the indefinites do not c-command the pronouns, standard binding cannot apply in this 
configuration. Dynamic binding offers one possible analysis (e.g. Kamp 1981, Heim 1982). E-type 
theories (e.g. Heim 1990, Elbourne 2005) offer another, according to which the pronouns realize 
concealed definite descriptions. But the example was picked in order to make such an analysis 
difficult: depending on the theory, IX-a would have to be paraphrased as the person (Elbourne 2005), 
or the person that meets a person (Heim 1990), and IX-b would then be analyzed as the person, or the 
person that a person meets (these are called 'bishop examples' in the literature because the most 
famous cases involved a bishop meeting a bishop). Ensuring that the two descriptions denote different 
individuals is non-trivial; Schlenker 2011b argues that an E-type theory that solves this problem for 
sign language would come close to a notational variant of a dynamic analysis. 
 Basic cases of donkey anaphora with gestural indexes are easy to construct, as in (12). 

(12)  Whenever I can hire IX-hand-a [a mathematician] and IX-hand-b [a sociologist], I pick  
a. IX-a. (= the mathematician) 
b. IX-b. (= the sociologist) 

Cases with symmetric antecedents can be created as well, as shown in (13). As in sign language, using 
different loci in subject position (co-occurring with he) and in object position (as a pro-speech 
gesture) yields a disjoint reference reading. Using the same locus yields a locally coreferential 
reading, which might or might not be degraded due a Condition B effect; irrespective of this effect, 
the reading with local coreference yields an odd meaning because of the pragmatics of the example. 
(Note that our main clause has two conjuncts because an informant noted that a main clause with only 
IX-hand-a he blesses IX-b introduces what seems to be an unjustified asymmetry between the two 
bishop-denoted loci.) 

(13) Whenever IX-hand-a [a bishop] meets IX-hand-b [a bishop],   
a. IX-hand-a he blesses IX-b, and then IX-hand-b he blesses  IX-a.   
b. … ? IX-hand-a he blesses IX-a … IX-hand-b he blesses  IX-b. 

 Finally, Elbourne 2005 noticed when the two symmetric indefinite antecedents are conjoined, 
as in (15)b (which contrasts with the original 'bishop' example in (15)a), the result is degraded. 
Schlenker 2011b argues that this observation does not extend to ASL (and LSF) examples as in (15)  

(14) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he greets him. 
b. #If a bishop and a bishop meet, he greets him. 

(15) WHEN SOMEONEa AND SOMEONEb LIVE TOGETHER, IX-a LOVE IX-b. 
‘When someone and someone live together,  the former loves the latter.’ 
(ASL, i P1040966;  Schlenker 2011b) 

 We believe that pro- and co-speech pointing yields judgments that are closer to the sign 
language than to the spoken data.4 Importantly, however, the amelioration can be observed not just 
with pro-speech gestures as in (16)d, but arguably also with co-speech pointing as in (16)c. 
 
Notation: capitalized HE  and HIM serve to encode phonological emphasis. 

(16) Whenever IX-hand-a [a bishop] and  IX-hand-b [a bishop] meet,  
a.  * he blesses him, and then he blesses him.  
b.  *HE blesses HIM, and then HE blesses HIM. 
c.  IX-hand-a HE blesses IX-hand-b HIM, and then IX-hand-b HE blesses IX-hand-a HIM. 
d. IX-hand-a HE blesses IX-hand-b, and then IX-hand-b HE blesses IX-a. 
 

                                                        
4 Special thanks to Salvador Mascarenhas for discussion of these and related points. 



gesture binding presupposition
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (presuppositions)

presuppositions bound by gesture:

(1a) #Paul, who I met yesterday, went jogging again today.
(1b) Paul, who [I met yesterday], went jogging again today.

🏃(2a) #Paul met Peter yesterday and then went jogging, too.
(2b) Paul [met Peter yesterday], and then went jogging, too. 

🏃à speech presupposition bound by gesture proposition



gestural presuppositions
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (presuppositions)

• Schlenker (2021, p. 245) argues that gestures can contain presuppositions:

• such a gesture presupposition can be bound by speech:
(1)Even if this box is heavy, Mary will still [   lift   ] it.

+ :-/ LIFT-DIFF

But maybe it is very light anyway.
à gesture presupposition bound by speech

 

 

24 

 

triggers a cosupposition; these cases will be close to the path modifications of our ASL classifier 
predicates. 
 To obtain judgments comparable to our ASL data, we conducted a detailed survey with three 
informants, all native speakers of American English (two from the United States, one from Canada). 
All are linguists and thus have considerable experience with acceptability and inferential judgments (as 
does our ASL consultant); two of them have worked on gestures, and none is a signer. We modeled our 
methods on those we used to elicit ASL data: acceptability as well as inferential judgments were 
recorded on a 7-point scale (with 7 = best for acceptability, and 7= strongest inference for inferential 
strength). One important difference is that the author rather than the informants recorded the videos; 
this was to ensure that gesture modifications were realized in exactly the desired way. In order to 
mitigate any inadequacies of the author as a model (a different line of work), informants were 
encouraged to "repeat the sentences for [themselves] with the same gestures in order to get a feel for 
acceptability or inferential contrasts".22 Acceptability judgments suggest that videos were good enough 
to be assessed. Only averages will be discussed below, but raw data and informant comments can be 
found in the Supplementary Materials B.    

4.1 Cosuppositions triggered by modifications of LIFT 

Our first example contrasts three realizations of a lifting gesture, which we illustrate on the case of 
embedding in a question as in (35), which includes: a neutral lifting gesture, glossed as LIFT in (35)a; 
a manual lifting gesture realized with difficulty (trembling hands), glossed as LIFT-difficult in (35)b; 
and a manual lifting gesture realized with difficulty and co-occurring with a facial expression indicative 
of effort, glossed as  :-/ LIFT-difficult in (35)c.23 Finally, we have a gesture-free at-issue control, as in 
(35)d. As in most cases discussed in this section, acceptability was reasonably high in view of the non-
standard nature of gestural examples, as shown in the acceptability scores in (35). 
(35) This child, will you 

a. 6 LIFT_ ?   
b. 5.3  LIFT-difficult?   
c. 6.3 :-/ LIFT-difficult?    
d. 5 lift with difficulty? 
(video 01) 

 Our main focus was on the inferences triggered by these examples. We wished to determine 
whether, under embedding under yes-no questions, negation, might and none-type quantifiers, we 
obtained projection patterns characteristic of a cosupposition of the form: if x were to lift y, 
effort/difficulty would be involved.  The four embedding types are illustrated in (36) on the case of 
LIFT, but they were tested as well with all four conditions appearing in (35). For simplicity, only 
universal inferences were tested under none-type quantifiers.  
(36) Conditions and inferences, illustrated with condition a. (= LIFT) 

(i) Question:  This child, will you LIFT?     (video 01) 
(ii) Negation: You son, I won't LIFT.     (video 02) 
(iii) Might:  You son, I might LIFT.     (video 03)  
Cosupposition tested in (i)-(iii):  if the speaker were to lift the child, effort/difficulty would be involved. 
(iv) None:  None of these children will I LIFT.    (video 04) 
Cosupposition tested:  for each of these children, if the speaker were to lift him/her, effort/difficulty would 
be involved.   

 
22 As an anonymous reviewer points out, this method could introduce biases due to the subjects' training as 
linguists. We take this survey to be just a first step, which should be extended with experimental methods in the 
future. 
23 The manual gesture need not be realized exactly in the same way in b. and in c.  



what we have seen
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• gestures introduce discourse referents (DRs) (Ebert & Ebert 2014) and speech 
pronouns can be dynamically bound by these

• gestures can be anaphoric items and be bound by speech (+ gesture)

• iconic gestures can introduce propositions that interact with speech and 
gesturally introduced propositions can serve as binders for presuppositions 

à speech pronouns can be bound by gesture and gestural anaphoric items can 
be bound by speech across syntactic borders, dimensions and modalities

à speech presuppositions can be bound by gesture and gesture 
presuppositions can be bound by speech across syntactic borders, 
dimensions and modalities



Ebert & Ebert 2014
gestures as non-at-issue meaning contributors

21



binding gestural material across dimensions
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• One of the core features of Ebert & Ebert’s (2014) account is the introduction 
of DRs via pointing and iconic gestures 

• by this, we can handle all cases of where gesture introduces a DR  and a 
speech pronoun is dynamically bound by it



formal apparatus
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• based on ideas of Koev (2013) and AnderBois et al. (2015) 

• uni-dimensional and dynamic system
→ accounts for anaphora/binding between different levels

• tracking of content via propositional variables p, p*:

- at-issue proposal: p
- non-at-issue imposition p*

• dynamically ‘construct’ these propositions

• rough approximation of pragmatic use (cf. Farkas & Bruce, 2010):
p is on the table for discussion
p* is not for discussion and silently imposed 



formal apparatus
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• discourse referents x, y, … are of type <s,e>, i.e. they stand proxy for individual 
concepts

• dynamic DR introduction is noted as [x]

• predicates come with a propositional index: 

• our extension: also equality of DRs comes with a propositional index:

→ allows for ‘identity’ of non-rigid concepts and rigid designators on p

Jsleepp(x)KM,hg,hi = true i↵ g = h and for all w 2 h(p) : h(x)(w) 2 Iw(sleep)
<latexit sha1_base64="i/wylv6vuc6KaVNkMKDerjmnnYU=">AAAE53icjVPbbtNAEJ2UAG25tAXxxMuKqFKCqigpVSGgSpVoEX2oVCR6keo2Wjtrx8r6wtppUix/AzwhXvkCvod/4YHjiVMuUmk32p3ZM3NmZmdiO9Z+krZaPyozN6o3b92enZu/c/fe/YXFpQcHSTQ0jtp3Ih2ZI1smSvuh2k/9VKuj2CgZ2Fod2oPXhf3wTJnEj8L36XmsTgLphb7rOzIF1F38bmltG+kMVCqsOEu0UnHejevjhrCMKS2nmRXItO8aOch28xVLy9DTSngrom8Z1nOxIdjHdrPUDFVupWqcZsJ3XZF7MPZFiciwJ9zICKm1yMXI8kPRr8eNlzjHjfoIaYH8TreTd0f1i8IaortYazXbnXZnvSUmSmeqrHVEu9niVaNy7UVLlc9kUY8icmhIASkKKYWuSVKC3zG1qUUxsBPKgBloPtsV5TQP7hBeCh4S6ACnh9txiYa4FzETZjvIorENmIKWsd9wRBveRVYFPYH8if2RMe/SDBlHLio8h7QRcY4j7gJPqQ+Pq5hB6Tmt5TrMorqAaz7H7nEHlv/Tg5RcesFv9/GamJGiK85F1i1YDLABWwRts6eHGDbfz9CvEHIfeYuZTCMI7k8PUrJUHCUsI0rEM5DFrIp65vlNITxGPIWAX1HwMuAxqinmfMK3aV8S1J5RDXheTvoy/g7qzaHtUPcPvs1870p2ghoD7JxvxevGOCcWB7sP35h7MfG8Kp6iD/y/m0TcQE0Z+Kf09FrMf3ng4JuafjjicuVgtdl+1lx9t1bbXC+/rll6TE+ojg4+p016S3uYolN5VHlV2apsV/3qp+qX6teJ60yl5Dykv1b12y+z8RZX</latexit>

Jx =p yKM,hg,hi = true i↵ for all w 2 h(p) : h(x)(w) = h(y)(w)
<latexit sha1_base64="rz4gDFHZ8KUlxMm/BLoWLk40SN8=">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</latexit>



meaning of pointing 
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• pointing gestures refer to an individual g in a rigid way 

(cf. Roberts, 2002); deferred reference is possible (Nunberg, 1993)

• basic ‘lexical’ gesture meaning of

direct reference to gesture referent g

intensional meaning: rigid designator, noted as Ig

for all possible worlds w:

☞ g

Iw(Ig) = g
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• meaning of performance of gesture ☞ g

[z] ^ z = Ig
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gesture referent g

☞
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‘constructional’ meaning contributions due to gesture speech alignment: 

indefinite article
+ gesture 

name/definite article 
+ gesture 

noun phrase + 
gesture 

a the bottle

the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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exemplification

+ presuppositions 
(existence & uniqueness)

[z] ^ z = Ig
<latexit sha1_base64="VwPRnElvSsMsvFVjksUVOssW5Dc=">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</latexit>

[z] ^ z = Ig
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[z] ^ z = Ig
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combined meaning contributions of speech and gesture: 

a  bottle

the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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(1) Cornelia brought [a bottle]. 
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at-issue there is a bottle that Cornelia brought 

the gesture referent is similar to this bottle
the gesture referent is itself a bottle

non-at-issue



dynamic binding across modalities revisited
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binding gestural material across dimensions

30

• gestures introduce discourse referents (DRs) (Ebert & Ebert 2014)

• speech pronouns can be bound by these across sentence boundaries and 
across modalities 

à this accounts for the first three cases of speech pronoun binding to a 
gesturally introduced DR



gesture introduces a fresh referent

31

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1a) I have already eaten. 
#It was too sweet for me.

(1a) I have already [eaten]. 

It was too sweet for me.

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: gesture realizes an argument and 
introduces a DR, which can be picked up by a pronoun. 

☞



32

• i.e., pointing to the cake introduces an existentially bound DR for the rigid 
concept of a concrete cake referent

• the pronoun it can be dynamically bound to this DR

gesture introduces a fresh referent

• meaning of performance of gesture: ☞ g

[z] ^ z = Ig
<latexit sha1_base64="VwPRnElvSsMsvFVjksUVOssW5Dc=">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</latexit>



Linsky’s mistaken identity case

33

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

Kripke (1977) (based on Linsky 1963) discusses this mismatch example:

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: pronoun can pick up gestural/visual 
referent

A: [Hery husband]x is kind to hery .

B: HEz is kind to hery.
But hez isn't hery husband. 
(Kripke 1977, p. 90, my emphasis)

☞ z
xy



attributive vs. referential

34

her husband

☞

• two distinct referential concepts: verbal and (possibly covert) gestural
• different interpretations depending on which is at-issue

at-issue verbal concept

x

at-issue gestural concept

attributive reading referential reading

z

Ebert & Ebert (2014); cf. Gutzmann & McCready (2014)
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• additional ‘constructional meaning’ components arise due to this temporal 
alignment

• for definite descriptions/names + pointing gesture: 

identity of the two discourse referents

• name/definite + ☞ g : g is identical to verbal referent

meaning components

• recall: meaning of performance of gesture: ☞ g

[z] ^ z = Ig
<latexit sha1_base64="VwPRnElvSsMsvFVjksUVOssW5Dc=">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</latexit>



Linsky’s mistaken identity

‘speaker’s reference’ (Kripke 1977)

gesture concept at-issue/referential interpretation

A: [Hery husband] is kind to hery.

B: HEz is kind to hery. 

 But hez isn‘t hery husband (Kripke 1977, p.90, our emphasis)
 
A:

B: 

☞ z

x



Einstein is not Chomsky

37

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

another mismatch example:

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: pronoun can pick up gesture referent

A: [Albert Einstein] is a nobel prize laureate.

B: Yes… but who you are pointing at / this  / HE is not Albert Einstein.

☞



38

combined meaning contributions of speech and gesture: 

speech channel: 

temporal alignment: 

gesture channel: 

Albert Einstein

☞

verbal meaning

constructional 
meaning

gesture meaning

Einstein is not Chomsky



Einstein is not Chomsky
A: [Albert Einstein] is a nobel prize laureate.

combined meaning of multi-modal utterance: 

☞

B: Yes… but HE is not Albert Einstein.



dynamic binding across modalities revisited
special focus on intonation in English 

40



introducing an argument in the gesture space

41

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1a) I have already eaten. 
#It was too sweet for me.

(1b) I have already [eaten]. 

It was too sweet for me.

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: gesture realizes an argument and 
introduces a DR, which can be picked up by a pronoun. 

☞



introducing an argument in the gesture space

42

If there is only one DR that is introduced, pronoun remains unstressed

(1) I just [phoned].

Now she/#SHE is here.

☞ 🙎



Linsky’s mistaken identity case

43

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

Kripke (1977) (based on Linsky 1963) discusses this mismatch example:

à speech pronoun bound by gesture DR: pronoun can pick up gestural/visual 
referent (B) or speech referent (B’)

A: [Hery husband]x is kind to hery .

B: HEz is kind to her.
But hez isn't her husband. 
(Kripke 1977, p. 90, our emphasis)

☞

B‘: No, hex isn't.
The man you are referring to isn't her husband. 
(Kripke 1977, p. 90)

z

x



Linsky’s mistaken identity

‘speaker’s reference’ (Kripke 1977)

gesture concept at-issue/referential interpretation

A: [Hery husband] is kind to hery.

B: HEz is kind to hery. 

 But hez isn‘t hery husband (Kripke 1977, p.90, our emphasis)
 
A:

B: 

☞ z

x



Linsky’s mistaken identity

semantic reference (Kripke 1977)

verbal concept at-issue/attributive interpretation 

A: [Hery husband]x is kind to hery.

B‘: No, hex isn‘t. 

 The man you are referring toz isn‘t her husband. (Kripke 1977, p.90)
 

A:

B: 

☞ z

x



Linsky’s mistaken identity case

46

If there are speech and gestural DRs, speech DR prominent by default

A: [Hery husband]x is kind to hery.

B: HEz is kind to hery .
But hez isn't her husband. 

à stress on pronoun: to change from prominent (speech) to non-prominent referent. 

Then the gestural referent is the prominent one, hence no stress with second occurrence.

☞

B‘: No, hex isn't.
The man you are referring toz isn't her husband.

à No stress needed: prominent referent is picked up. 

But needed to change to non-prominent gestural referent:

B‘‘: No, hex isn‘t.
HEz actually isn't her husband.



Einstein is not Chomsky

47

Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

mismatch examples:

à speech pronoun unstressed; stress to change to gesture concept

A: [Albert Einstein] is a nobel prize laureate.

B: Yes, he is… but who you are pointing to / this  / HE is not Albert Einstein.

☞



dynamic binding across modalities revisited
special focus on intonation in German 

48
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• Well-known that German DPros (der/die/das), have a strong tendency 

to avoid maximally prominent antecedents/binders

• (Maximal) Prominence has been defined in terms of subjecthood

(Bosch et al. 2007), topicality (Bosch and Umbach 2007; Hinterwimmer 

2015) proto-agentivity (Schumacher et al. 2016, 2017) and the status as 

perspectival center (Hinterwimmer and Bosch 2016, 2017)
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• In perspectivally neutral text segments, DPros avoid subjects (which are 

usually at the same time agents/experiencers and topics by default) as 

antecedents:

(1) Marthai wollte mit Elifj ins Theater gehen, aber siei,j/diej war leider

erkältet.

Marthai wanted to go to the theatre with Elifj, but unfortunately 

shei,j/she(DPro)j had a cold.
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• Case with two potential antecedents where one antecedent introduced 

in at-issue content of preceding sentence, while other antecedent 

introduced in non-at-issue content:

(2) Peter hat Elifi, [deren Schwester]j Physikerin ist, gefragt, ob siei/diei,j

ihr die Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik erklären kann.

Peter asked Elifi, [whose sister]j is a physicist, whether shei/she(DPro)j

can explain to her the founddations of quantum mechanics. 

• PPro strongly prefers the former, while DPro can pick up both, with a 

preference for the latter
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• In cases of parallelism and contrast, strongly accented PPros (as well as 

DPros) can be used to signal switch to less prominent referent for first 

occurrence of PPro:

(2) Marcoi hat Peterj als AfD-Anhänger bezeichnet und dann hat ERj IHNi

beleidigt.

Marcoi called Peterj an AfD-supporter and then HEj insulted HIMi. 
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• Not generally the case, however, that strongly accented PPros instead 

of DPros can be used in German to signal that less prominent referent 

is picked up (independent of whether that referent has been 

introduced in the at-issue or the non-at-issue content): 

(1’) ??Marthai wollte mit Elifj ins Theater gehen, aber SIEj war leider

erkältet.

Marthai wanted to go to the theatre with Elifj, but unfortunately SHEj

had a cold.
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• Strong accent more acceptable in (2’), but still preference for PPro to 

pick up referent introduced in at-issue content:

(2’) Peter hat Elifi, [deren Schwester]j Physikerin ist, gefragt, ob SIEi/?j ihr

die Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik erklären kann.

Peter asked Elifi, [whose sister]j is a physicist, whether SHEi/?j can 

explain to her the founddations of quantum mechanics. 
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The general interpretative options of DPros

• Given this state of affairs, it is thus predicted that (unaccented) DPros

should be perfect for picking up gestural referent, assuming that 

gestural referents in virtue of having been introduced as non-at-issue 

content, are less prominent than linguistically introduced referents.

• Not borne out by the facts, however
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• the referential concept that is used at-issue is the more prominent/salient one 

• this is usually the speech concept, except in (Donnellan-like) referential 
readings

• in these non-referential reading contexts, to pick up the less prominent DR in 
the gestural domain, one cannot use an unstressed pronoun, but has to used a 
stressed pronoun – both in English and in German (PPro or DPro) 

• for German, in referential reading contexts, the gestural DR can be picked up 
by an unstressed DPro (but not an unstressed PPro)



two puzzles for the German cases
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• Why is it not possible to refer back to the less salient gestural DR with an 
unstressed d-pronoun in ordinary non-referential reading contexts?

• Why is it possible to use the d-pronoun, but not an ordinary unstressed 
pronoun when the gestural concept is at-issue?
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1b-G) Ich hab schon [gegessen]. 

?Er/Der/#ER/#DER war mir aber zu süß. 

à no competition: unstressed pronoun (?PPro or DPro) for gesture DR

☞



gesture and speech DR in competition
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1b-G) Peteri wollte seinen Laptop [verkaufen]. 

Aber #eri/#deri/?ERi/?DERj wollte den Preis nicht zahlen. 

à competition: stressed pronoun (PPro DPro) for gesture DR

☞

j



gesture and speech DR in competition
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

(1b-G) Peteri wollte seinen Laptop [verkaufen]. 

Aber ?siej/??diei/SIEj/?DIEj wollte den Preis nicht zahlen. 

à no real competition: unstressed DPro ok for gesture referent? Stressed 
pronoun ok, too

☞

j



Linsky’s mistaken identity case
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

Kripke (1977) (based on Linsky 1963) discusses this mismatch example:

à stressed pronoun (PPro and DPro) picks up the gesture DR in the attributive 
reading; unclear in the referential case.

A: [Ihry Ehemann]x behandelt siey gut .

B: Ja, #erz /?derz/ERz /DERz behandelt sie schon gut.
Aber erz ist nicht ihr Ehemann. 

☞

B‘: Nein, tut erx nicht.
Der Typ, auf den du referierst,/ERz /DERz ist nicht ihr Ehemann.

z

x



Einstein is not Chomsky
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

another mismatch example (attributive reading):

A: [Albert Einstein]x ist Nobelpreisträger.

B: Ja ist erx . / Ja, derx/#ERx /#DERx ist schon Nobelpreisträger. Aber #erz /#derz /?Erz 

/??DERz ist nicht Albert Einstein.

à stressed PPro picks up the gesture DR in the attributive reading

☞ z



Einstein is not Chomsky
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Gesture material can bind and be bound across dimensions (co-speech)

another mismatch example (refererential reading):

A: [Der Begründer der Quantenmechanik]x ist Nobelpreisträger.

B: Ja, ?erz/derz/??ERz /??DERz hat schon einen Nobelpreis gewonnen. Aber erz ist nicht der 
Begründer der Quantenmechanik, sondern der Relativitätstheorie.

à unstressed DPro (and PPro?) can pick up the gesture DR in the referential 
reading

z☞



conclusion: dynamic binding across modalities
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conclusion
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• gestures contribute meaning and interact with speech 

• in particular, they show dynamic semantic behaviour as other linguistic items 
(i.e., as bound pronouns or presuppositions)

• pointing and iconic gestures can introduce (existentially bound) discourse 
referents (DRs) (and propositions) that interact with speech

• we need more work on how exactly these gestural DRs can be picked up 
(PPro, DPro, stressed, unstressed)
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THANK YOUTHANK YOUTHANK YOU
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German SO as dimension shifter 
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the direct denial test

speech & gesture
(1)  Ich habe [eine Flasche Wasser]        

mitgebracht. 
 I brought [a bottle of water].  

Direct denial response:

(2) #That's not true! You actually brought   a             
small bottle. 

Discourse interrupting protest:

(3) Hey, wait a minute! Actually, the bottle is 
not as big. 

speech & so + gesture
(4)  Ich habe   [SO]  eine 

Flasche Wasser 
mitgebracht. 
I brought a bottle of water like [that]. 

Direct denial response: 

 (5) That‘s not true! You actually brought a 
small bottle. 



German SO as dimension shifter 
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the direct denial test

speech & gesture
(1)  Ich bringe niemals 

[eine Flasche Wasser] mit zu Vorträgen. 

I never bring [a bottle of water] to talks.   

Negation elaboration: 

(2)  #Eine kleine reicht mir nämlich. 
 A small one is enough for me.          

speech & so + gesture
(3)  Ich bringe niemals 

[SO eine Flasche Wasser] mit zu 
    Vorträgen.

I never bring [a bottle of water like that] to 
talks. 

Negation elaboration. 

(4)  Eine kleine reicht mir nämlich. 
 A small one is enough for me. 
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• diese/this is the demonstrative version of the shifted definite article die/the, 
i.e.

diese =  so  +  die (this  =  so  +  the, cf. German der da)

a

the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
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combined meaning contributions of speech and gesture: 

SO eine  Flasche

the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue
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predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
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meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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(1) Cornelia hat [SO eine Flasche] mitgebracht. 
(Cornelia brought [a bottle like that].)

^ ^

the noun phrase, i.e. Np⇤(z).
indefinite article. When the gesture aligns with an indefinite article, the conveyed, non-at-issue

meaning indicates similarity between the gestural and verbal concept. This is expressed via the two place
predicate sim,8 such that there is a non-at-issue predication simp⇤(x, z), where x represents the verbal concept
and z the gesture concept. simp⇤(x, z) is true in the case that the objects denoted by x and z are similar in
the relevant dimension. What the relevant dimension is, is highly dependent on the context and eventually
determines the execution of the gesture itself, as mentioned above. In this example, the relevant property is
the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
at-issue contribution triggered by the temporal alignment of the gesture with the indefinite article) and that
the gesture referent also has the property of being a bottle (this is the non-at-issue contribution triggered by
the temporal alignment of the gesture with the noun phrase). The non-at-issue contribution hence is that
what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).

(14) Cornelia brought [the bottle]_BIG.

(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of

dimensions in which the similarity holds.
9Note that the introduction of discourse referents as well as general identity statements are independent of the at-issue/non-

at-issue divide and have to hold globally, i.e. in all worlds. Hence these are not relativized to propositional variables.
10The requirement that the gesture referent be a bottle, i.e. bottlep⇤ (z), is triggered due to the alignment of NP and gesture.

Truth-conditionally, it does not add anything here, since identity of gesture and speech referent already ensures that z is a
bottle. A case in point where this requirement would indeed be missing would be an example where the gesture aligns with a
pronoun as in Cornelia brought [it]_BIG. Although EEH do not discuss such cases, adopting a pronoun semantics where the
pronoun is an elliptical definite DP with missing NP part (Elbourne 2005), EEH’s account could straightforwardly be applied to
these cases and yield as a result the same semantics as given in the formula in (15) with the only amendment that the formula
would lack the requirement bottlep⇤ (z). This is a desired result. We thank Hans-Martin Gärtner for pointing this out to us.
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the size property. Hence, the utterance in (11), where the gesture aligns with the indefinite article and the
noun phrase, can be analysed as in (13).9

(13) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ simp⇤(x, z) ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

Here the at-issue contribution of the utterance is that Cornelia brought a bottle, while the non-at-issue
contribution is that this bottle is similar to the gesture referent in the relevant dimension (this is the non-
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what is gestured represents a bottle and that what is talked about, i.e. the referent that Cornelia brought,
has to be similar to what is gestured. Since what is gestured is a bottle that is big in size, the contribution
of the gesture (and its alignment with speech) eventually comes down to claiming that the bottle Cornelia
brought is big.

definite article The alignment of a gesture and a definite article conveys a strengthened relation
between gestural and verbal referent, namely one of (relativised) identity or x =p⇤ z, where the verbal
concept x and the gestural concept z designate the same object in all the worlds in p⇤. Importantly, identity
is only required on all p⇤-worlds, since the identity requirement, as the similarity requirement in the case
of indefinites, is triggerered by a co-speech gesture and its alignment with speech, which makes non-at-issue
contributions. Hence, the utterance in (14) can be analysed as in (15).
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(15) [z] ^ z = Ig ^ [x] ^ bottlep(x) ^ x =p⇤ z ^ bottlep⇤(z) ^ bringp(Cornelia, x)

In this case, alongside the at-issue and non-at-issue contributions, there is an additional presupposition
which requires that there be a unique, contextually salient bottle. The at-issue contribution is that Cornelia
brought this unique bottle. The non-at-issue meaning conveys that the gesture referent is the same object
as this bottle and is itself also a bottle.10 Hence the non-at-issue inference is that the unique, contextually
salient bottle that Cornelia brought is the same as the one indicated via the iconic gesture and hence big.

While EEH argue that co-speech gestures are non-at-issue by default, they also highlight that they can
8sim is adapted from Umbach & Gust (2014), who use it as a three place predicate, with the third argument being a set of
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there is a bottle which is similar to the gesture referent that 
Cornelia brought (cf. Umbach & Gust 2014)

the gesture referent is itself a bottle

at-issue

non-at-issue
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the direct denial test

protest to appositive 
(1) Ljubljana, one of the nicest cities of the 

world, is located in Croatia.

Direct denial response:

(2) #That's not true! It is not very nice at all.

Discourse interrupting protest:

(3) Hey, wait a minute! Actually, I don‘t think 
Ljubljana is such a nice city.

protest to main clause
(1) Ljubljana, one of the nicest cities of the 

world, is located in Croatia.

Direct denial response: 

(4) That‘s not true! It is located in Slovenia. 
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the projection test

Negation elaboration: 

(2) #It is actually not very nice.

negating the appositive 
(1) It is not true that Ljubljana, one of the 

nicest cities of the world, is located in 
Croatia.

negating the main clause event 
(1) It is not true that Ljubljana, one of the 

nicest cities of the world, is located in 
Croatia.

Negation elaboration: 

(2) It is actually located in Slovenia.
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the ellipsis test

expressives ignored under ellipsis 
(Potts et al. 2009)

(1) A: I saw your f***ing dog in the park.

B: No, you didn’t — you couldn’t have. 
The poor thing passed away last week.

appositives ignored under ellipsis 
(McCawley 1998)

(2) A: I met Peter, the best trumpeter in town, 
for lunch.

B: Last week, I did, too. – But I don't think 
he is such a great trumpeter. 
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the direct denial test

speech & gesture
(1) I brought [a bottle of water].  

Direct denial response:

(2) #That's not true! You actually brought  a 
small bottle. 

Discourse interrupting protest:

(3) Hey, wait a minute! Actually, the bottle is 
not as big. 

speech only
(4) I brought a big bottle of water. 

Direct denial response: 

(5) That‘s not true! You actually brought a 
small bottle. 
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the projection test

co-speech gesture
(1) I did not bring [a bottle of water] to the 

talk. 

Negation elaboration: 

(2) #A small one is enough for me. 

speech only
(3) I did not bring a big bottle of water to the 

talk. 

Negation elaboration: 

(4) A small one is enough for me. 
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the ellipsis test

co-speech gesture
(1) This helicopter will soon [take off], 

       and this plane, too. 

       (from Schlenker & Chemla 2018) 

pro-speech gesture
(2)  #This helicopter will 

soon

and this plane, too. 

pro-speech gestures are at issue: see Ebert 2014; Schlenker 2020; Ladewig 2012 


